Although of late, on production before the council of instruments whereby it appeared that Anibald, cardinal bishop of Tusculum, held a prebend of Wetewang, in the church of St. Peter, York, after the death of William de Kildesby, late prebendary thereof, the king commanded the fruits of that prebend to be seized into his hands by virtue of an ordinance by him and the council touching the fruits of benefices of non-resident aliens, yet because John de Melbourn, king’s clerk, appearing before him and the council, has proved that after the death of the said William became possessed of the prebend by virtue of a special grace to him the apostolic see and took the profits for one year before the same were seized into the king’s hands, the king has thought fit to remove his hands therefrom.

Mandate in pursuance to the sheriff of York.

The like to Gilbert de Welton and John de Acum, farmers of the prebend.

The like to brother Barnabas de Maffeya and James de Bononi, proctors of the said Anibald. [Pedera.]